AIAA GHS at Alabama Science Teachers Association

By Beth Bero

AIAA Greater Huntsville Section’s Educator Associate member, Beth Bero recently shared the wealth of AIAA Lesson Plans and other AIAA educator resources with her fellow Alabama Science Teachers Association (https://asta30.wildapricot.org/) members at their annual conference in Tuscaloosa, Alabama November 4-5. Titled “AIAA Opportunities—American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,” her talk covered how teachers can join AIAA, grant and funding opportunities available to teachers through AIAA and how to access the Lesson Plans on the AIAA website. She then shared one special lesson plan, her own Meteorites lesson, which will be posted on the AIAA Lesson Plans site later this month. The presentation seemed to be well received and the 22 teachers who attended the session took AIAA information with them provided by the Huntsville section of AIAA.